GASTRO ComfortPay
Mobile payments, integrated environments

Make your service perfect with GASTRO
ComfortPay: Relieve your staff and give your
guests a choice while paying.

What is GASTRO ComfortPay?
In a nutshell, GASTRO ComfortPay combines the
advantages of mobile payments with the convenient features of cash register integrated solutions.
Restaurant and hotel owners know this problem all too
well: Card payments processed through a mobile terminal must be manually reconciled with the cash register balance at the end of each shift. This is time consuming, error prone and can be easily forgotten. That
is why we developed GASTRO ComfortPay. With this
new software solution, our xentissimo MOBILE payment terminal communicates directly with your cash
register system, which eliminates the need for manual
reconciliation. The terminal exchanges all necessary
data with your cash register system without any cable
connection. The only requirement: You have WLAN
installed and your cash register application is properly configured.

The advantages of GASTRO ComfortPay
for restaurants and hotels
Mobile payments & cash register
integration in one
GASTRO ComfortPay combines the advantages of mobile payments with the convenient features of cash
register integrated solutions.
Separate checks for each guest
GASTRO ComfortPay enables multiple guests to split
a check.
Mixed payments with card and cash
Even mixed payments (part card/part cash) are possible – one guest pays with his/her card and the other
in cash.
Elimination of payment errors
A check with split payments such as “part card/part
cash” can only be completed if all partial payments
exactly equal the outstanding balance.

Easy handling for the service staff
The check is prepared at the cash register and can
then easily be accessed by the service staff at the table
via xentissimo MOBILE. The payment amount is then
transmitted wirelessly to the cash register to complete
the payment of the check.
Less time, fewer mistakes
The time-consuming manual reconciliation of mobile
card payments with the cash register balance is no
longer necessary, thus preventing annoying typing errors.
Simple to install
In addition to the xentissimo MOBILE terminal, you
only need a software update for your cash register
application as well as WLAN, which enables wireless
communication between the cash register and the terminal.

The advantages of GASTRO ComfortPay for your guests
Fast and convenient
Guests can pay their check quickly and easily at the
table.
Card, cash or both
Via the split check feature guests can divide the total
amount as they choose. Guests also have the option
of paying their portion of the check with a credit card,
debit card or cash.
Familiar and secure
Just like with conventional card payments, guests enter their PIN or sign the sales slipg.
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